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Interfacial hoop stress and instability of viscoelastic free surface flows
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Viscoelasticity can dramatically exacerbate free surface flow instabilities. It is shown here that this
destabilization arises, at least in part, from the combination of large tangential tension and curvature
along a concave free surface. Tension and curvature generically lead to an unstable stress gradient
at the free surface; a perturbation that locally thickens a fluid layer leads to a local accumulation of
hoop stress, which drives further thickening of the layer. A simple theory based in this observation
captures several features of experimental observations of coating flows, specifically the correlation
between destabilization and extensional viscosity and the increase in wavenumber with
viscoelasticity. In a particular model situation, instability of flow with a concave free surface can be
reduced to a viscoelastic Rayleigh-Taylor problem, which is amenable to analytical treatment. In
this situation the growth rate can be very large, because the stored elastic energy cannot balance the
surface work associated with interface deformation. Application of the theory to the instability of
filament stretching flow yields a prediction of the Weissenberg number below which instability does
not occur that agrees well with experimental observations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Viscous free surface flows, such as those used in coa
processes, are susceptible to interfacial instabilities.
though these instabilities are present in Newtonian flu
they are often dramatically exacerbated by viscoelastic
Figure 1 shows schematics of a number of such flows; t
all have a concave free surface and their instabilities
characterized by the formation of ‘‘ribs’’ or ‘‘fibrils’’—
interface structures that are extended in the mean flow di
tion and periodic in the transverse, or spanwise direction
the ribbing instability of coating flows, the ribs appear abo
a critical value of the capillary numberCa5hU/g, whereh
andg are viscosity and surface tension andU a characteristic
fluid velocity. In models of roll coating flows, this critica
value Cac decreases monotonically and significantly wh
the fluid is viscoelastic.1–7 In slot coating, the limited evi-
dence available suggests that flow of sufficiently dilute po
acrylamide solutions is actually more stable than flow of
solvent alone, perhaps due to shear-thinning, but that flow
more concentrated solutions, which have appreciable ela
ity, is significantly destabilized.8 Destabilization was not ob
served for CMC solutions, which had negligible elastici
Finally, a dramatic example of a fibril-forming instability i
an elastic liquid occurs at high strains at the endplates
filament stretching rheometer.9 In a filament stretching de
vice, fluid is placed in the gap between two coaxial circu
disks.10,11 The disks are then rapidly separated, and the fl
forms a nominally axisymmetric bridge that is very nea
cylindrical, except near the ends, where the flow is c

a!Electronic mail: graham@engr.wisc.edu
1701070-6631/2003/15(6)/1702/9/$20.00
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strained by the no-slip boundary conditions on the dis
Under some conditions, this bridge loses axisymmetry qu
dramatically, as illustrated by Spiegelberg a
McKinley9—near the endplates, the filament splits into m
tiple fibrils and at later times the individual fibrils undergo
further splitting. Similar ‘‘elastic fingering’’ or ‘‘fibrillation’’
instabilities are observed when separating solid surfaces
are bridged by a soft elastic solid such as a pressure sens
adhesive~see, e.g., Ref. 12!.

To develop a foundation for understanding the instab
ties in all of these cases, we first appeal to the canon
viscous free surface instability, the viscous fingering,
Saffman-Taylor instability.13 This arises when a viscous liq
uid is displaced from the gap between parallel plates
Hele-Shaw cell—by a less viscous fluid such as air. T
steady displacement by air of a Newtonian liquid from
Hele-Shaw cell is unstable because a small perturbatio
the interface toward the liquid phase leads to a decrea
viscous resistance to flow there.14 The pressure in the air is
uniform, so the decreased flow resistance in the fluid lead
a higher velocity at the perturbation, causing its amplitude
increase. The first analysis of this phenomenon was given
Saffman and Taylor.13 The key term in the interfacial norma
stress balance is the steady state stress gradient at the
face; Saffman and Taylor estimated this as the bulk pres
gradient, which is easily calculated. Park and Homsy15 re-
fined the Saffman-Taylor analysis using matched asympt
expansions, to obtain a rigorous expression for the de
averaged pressure gradient at the interface. Employing
result in a linear stability analysis of the depth-averaged~i.e.,
Darcy’s law! problem leads to good agreement betwe
theory and experiments for Newtonian liquids.16 Pearson17
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1703Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Interfacial hoop stress and instability
exploited the similarity between the flow in a Newtonia
forward roll-coating operation and that in a tapered He
Shaw cell to elucidate the basic mechanism and provid
linear stability theory for the ribbing instability of Newtonia
coating flows. Finally, full scale computational approach
for Newtonian flow have progressed to the point that
Newtonian forward roll coating, not only can the linear i
stability threshold be predicted~see, e.g., Refs. 18–21!, but
the fully nonlinear three-dimensional structure of ribs c
also be captured.22

To attempt to understand how free surface instabilit
are affected by viscoelasticity, several authors have built h
ristic arguments that begin with the Saffman-Taylor mec
nism. Specifically, Spiegelberg and McKinley9 suggested
that a generalization of this mechanism might be respons
for the filament stretching instability. Many studies of pe
ing instabilities ~i.e., fibril formation! in elastic adhesives
refer either to the original Saffman-Taylor mechanism or t
paper of McEwan and Taylor,23 which treats the adhesive a
a purely viscous liquid and modifies the Saffman-Tay
analysis to a peeling geometry. There are several stumb
blocks, however, to constructing a theory of free surface
stability in viscoelastic flows. Simply evaluating the stre
gradient at the interface based on a bulk estimate24 ignores
dramatic changes in stress, and stress gradients, that can
near a free surface—we elaborate on these effects be
Rigorous asymptotic approaches such as that of Ro
Homsy,25 although illuminating, are limited to small degree
of elasticity. Finally, computations of strongly viscoelas
flows are challenging—few computational stability analys
have been performed for highly elastic free surface flow,26–28

and only recently have steady two-dimensional solutio
been presented for coating flows with a significant degree
elasticity.29,30Therefore, in the present work we rely on ge
eral kinematic and dynamic properties of flows near free s
faces to extract key features of the mechanism of viscoela
free surface flow instabilities.

This paper illustrates one direct way that viscoelastic
enters into the stability problem for a free surface flo
showing specifically how viscoelasticity modifies the u
stable pressure gradient argument of the Saffman-Ta
mechanism via hoop stresses at a concave interface.
analysis yields a dimensionless group that characterizes

FIG. 1. Schematics of several archetypal free surface flows. Nominally
roll coating and slot coating flows are two-dimensional, while the filam
stretching flow is axisymmetric.
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susceptibility of a viscoelastic free surface flow to instabili
In one idealized case, a nearly flat ‘‘transition region’’ in
coating flow, we can use a modified Rayleigh-Taylor analy
to further elucidate the effect of viscoelasticity on free s
face instabilities. Finally, we revisit the filament stretchin
instability, finding that it is possible to capture some featu
of the phenomenon within the present theory.

II. STRESS AT A CURVED FREE SURFACE

Figure 2 shows the local structure of a two-dimensio
free surface flow. To a first approximation, we can view t
local base state free surface shape as the inner surface
circular cylinder and impose a local cylindrical coordina
system as shown. Denoting base state quantities with o
bars, the base state free surface positionh̄ is given byr 5h̄
5R. ThusR is the local radius of curvature of the free su
face andn̄52er is the outward unit normal on the free su
face. Withs̄ the total base state stress tensor andgr the local
radial component of gravity, and neglecting inertia, the rad
momentum balance here is

05
1

r

]

]r
~r s̄ rr !1

1

r

]s̄ur

]u
2

s̄uu

r
1rgr . ~1!

Anticipating the development below, we rearrange th
evaluate it at the free surfacer 5R, and apply the tangentia
stress boundary condition,s̄ur50, to yield the radial gradi-
ent of radial normal stress there:

]s̄ rr

]r
5

Ds

R
2rgr , ~2!

whereDs[s̄uu2s̄ rr . The character ofDs in Newtonian
and viscoelastic flows will be discussed below.

Now consider an infinitesimal perturbation to the fr
surface position, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, so that h5h̄

2ĥ(z,u,t) ands5s̄1ŝ. ~Notice that we have definedĥ so
that a positive value denotes an inward radial displacem
or local thickening, of the fluid layer.! We consider only

e
t

FIG. 2. Blowup of flow near a concave free surface like those in the flo
of Fig. 1. The elongated dumbbells represent polymer molecules tha
strongly stretched in the extensional flow near the interface.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1704 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Michael D. Graham
perturbations with small streamwise variation in the interfa
position ~i.e., uu1/R ]ĥ/]uuu!uu]ĥ/]zuu), both because thos
are what are found to be unstable experimentally, and
cause ofa priori considerations that will be discussed belo
Expanding the stress field around the base state free su
position yields that

s~ h̄2ĥ!5s̄u h̄1ŝu h̄2ĥ
]s̄

]r
U

h̄

1O~ ĥ2!. ~3!

The normal stress boundary condition is given by

n•s•n5gS 1

R1
1

1

R2
D , ~4!

whereR1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of th
interface, defined as positive if the center of curvature is
the phase into whichn points. Applying these formulas alon
with Eq. ~2! and neglecting the terms on the right-hand s
~rhs! arising from the azimuthal curvature of the free surfa
yields

ŝ rr u h̄'Tĥ1g
]2ĥ

]z2
, ~5!

T[
Ds

R
2rgr . ~6!

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic of a region of a planar coating flow subjected t
perturbation with significant spanwise variation but small streamwise va
tion. ~b! Schematic of a fluid layer undergoing Rayleigh-Taylor instabilit
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Note that a positive value ofŝ rr u h̄ indicates a radially inward
traction exerted on the fluid atr 5h̄, that is, ŝ rr u h̄5ŝnnu h̄ .
Let T be positive. Then, ifĥ is positive~i.e., the interface is
locally deformed upward in Fig. 2!, there is a net upward
force atr 5h̄, which will pull fluid upward there, increasing
ĥ and making the upward force even larger. Likewise,
ĥ,0, the stress gradient tends to suck the interface into
fluid, making ĥ more negative. This destabilizing tenden
will be resisted by surface tension. A basic approximate
terion then, for free surface instability with a particular spa
wise wave numberk is

Ds

R
2rgr.gk2. ~7!

To be precise, this is really a local criterion, asDs, R, gr and
ĥ all vary in theu direction, that is, along the free surfac
Nevertheless, this criterion applies toany material—no con-
stitutive information has yet been applied—and we view
form of the expression as indicative of the general mec
nisms governing stability of free surface flows.

III. NEWTONIAN AND VISCOELASTIC STABILITY
CRITERIA

Now let us consider some specific situations. If the flu
is Newtonian, then we can estimateDs'chU/H, whereh,
U and H are the fluid viscosity and characteristic veloci
and length scales for the flow, andc5O(1). Defining cap-
illary and Bond numbersCa5hU/g and Bo5rgrH

2/g,
and a dimensionless free surface curvatureK5H/R, the
above instability criterion becomes

cCaK2Bo.k2H2. ~8!

This is essentially a restatement of the Saffman-Taylor in
bility criterion, using the rhs of Eq.~2! in the perturbed
boundary condition instead of the bulk pressure gradient,
for a fluid at rest it reduces to the Rayleigh-Taylor criterio
This formulation, however, brings out an interesting poi
all else being fixed, at the instability thresholdCa;K21.

Now we turn to how this criterion changes in a vi
coelastic liquid. Consider a fluid with shear modulusG, re-
laxation timel, total ~zero-shear! viscosity h and ratio of
solvent to total viscosityb. The quantityG/T defines an
intrinsically elastic length scaleLe whose physical signifi-
cance will be illustrated in Sec. IV. Defining a Weissenbe
numberWi5lU/H and a dimensionless normal stress d
ferenceS5Ds/G, the instability criterion, Eq.~7!, becomes

~12b!Ca

Wi
KS2Bo.k2H2. ~9!

@Note thatS;Wi/(12b) asWi→0, so Eq.~8! is recovered
in the Newtonian limit.# The combination (12b)Ca/Wi
5GH/g, which we denoteN, is velocity-independent, and
can be viewed as an elastocapillary number, andKS is a
dimensionless product of hoop stress and curvature iden
to those that arise in criteria for viscoelastic bulk flo
instabilities.31–34 In experiments with a given fluid,Ca and
Wi are related:

a
-
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Ca5
N

12b
Wi. ~10!

Noting thatS is a function ofWi, the instability criterion,
inequality~9! can be viewed as a locus of points on theKCa
vs Wi plane. A set of experiments with increasing spe
corresponds to motion on this plane upward along the cu
defined by Eq.~10!. Instability occurs at the intersection o
the two curves; examination ofS and the underlying flow
kinematics that determine it reveals why viscoelasticity
stabilizes free surface flows.

The overall kinematic character of the flows in Fig. 1
extensional—the fluid is drawn from a thicker layer to
thinner one, so fluid elements tend to stretch in theu direc-
tion and contract inr. This extensional behavior provides
partial explanation for why interface disturbances do
have significant streamwise variation: to do so they wo
need to work against a base state flow field that acts not
to convect them through the flow domain, but also to p
them apart, stretching them exponentially in the streamw
direction. Furthermore, in order for the zero tangential str
condition to hold at the free surface, the flow there must
purely extensional. For Newtonian liquids, the stress
O(hU/H) regardless of whether the flow is shear or exte
sion, but for a highly elastic liquid, the extensional nature
the free surface flow can lead to stresses much larger
this if the extension rateė is sufficiently rapid and the resi
dence timetR in the high extension region sufficiently long
For an Oldroyd-B fluid withWi@1, S'exp(2ėtR). Finally,
some free surface flows have a stagnation point on the
surface—the forward roll coating flow of Fig. 1, for ex
ample, must have at least one stagnation point at which fl
elements stretch along the free surface~in other words,
where“s•v.0). On a planar shear-free surface, the stag
tion line must be orthogonal to the free surface~otherwise it
would not be shear-free!; in this situation and with“s•v
.0 Kumar and Graham35 showed how stress boundary la
ers will arise when the extension rate is sufficiently large.
a fluid element approaches the free surface, it stretches a
the direction tangent to the free surface. The closer the fl
element is to the free surface, the longer it has been exp
to the extensional flow and the more highly stretched it w
be, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Specifically,

strain;~distance from free surface!21.

This simple kinematical observation is the source of f
surface stress boundary layers. All of these general cons
ations are corroborated by recent computational and exp

FIG. 4. Kinematics of fluid elements approaching a shear-free surface
a stagnation point,“s•v.0.
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mental studies of flows of elastic liquids, which indicate t
presence of thin stress boundary layers at the f
surface.27–30,36–38 In view of this discussion, an alternat
form of the instability criterion can be given by replacingCa
in the Newtonian expression, Eq.~8! by Ca he /h, wherehe

is a planar extensional viscosity appropriate for the char
teristic strain and strain rate on the free surface. The imp
tance of extensional viscosity in the destabilization of co
ing flows was recognized empirically by Glass a
co-workers.4,6 The study of Varela Lo´pez et al.7 compares
critical capillary numbers for instability of Newtonian flui
with those for Xanthan solutions and high molecular weig
(123106 g/mol! polyacrylamide solutions. Xanthan is a sti
polymer, which will have smallhe /h, while high molecular
weight polyacrylamide is very flexible, having largehe /h.39

The stability results are consistent with these trends; the c
cal Ca for the Xanthan solutions is lowered from the New
tonian by less than a factor of 2, but that for the polyacry
mide solutions is nearly an order of magnitude lower.

Finally, the existence of stress boundary layers provi
anothera priori justification for neglecting streamwise varia
tion of interface disturbances. The region of high streamw
tension near the free surface can be thought of as a m
brane stretched in the mean flow direction. A stretched me
brane strongly resists deformations with a wavevector in
direction of the stretching, leaving wavevectors transvers
the stretching unaffected. A clear illustration of how th
mechanism operates in viscoelastic flows is given in
analysis by Hinch in the appendix of Ref. 40. It is show
there that through this mechanism, viscoelasticity mim
surface tension and suppresses short-wavelength Ke
Helmholtz instabilities of shear layers. The same mechan
will be present in viscoelastic free surface flows.

To summarize in mechanistic terms, an interface per
bation that locally thickens the fluid layer leads to a loc
accumulation of base state hoop stress, which pulls the
terial upward, driving further thickening of the layer. In ela
tic liquids, because of the large stresses that can arise in
extensional flow near the free surface, or equivalently
large extensional viscosity, the hoop stress can be quite la
As with viscoelastic bulk flow instabilities,34,41,42 for free
surface flows the combination of tension and curvature
again the culprit. Indeed, this analysis shows that the sa
can be said even in the Newtonian case; however, tension
Newtonian liquids are much smaller than those in elas
ones.

IV. GROWTH RATE AND WAVELENGTH SELECTION
IN AN ANALYTICALLY SOLVABLE MODEL

The above discussion illustrates the destabilizat
mechanism of flows with curved free surfaces. To furth
examine the consequences of this phenomenon, we focu
a situation that is amenable to analytical treatment. Our st
ing point is a fairly generic flow geometry: a region of a flo
like that shown in Fig. 3~a!, in the idealized case where th
lengthL of the region~which is comparable to the radius o
curvatureR of the surface! is much larger than the typica
thicknessH. This is the basic structure of the ‘‘transitio

th
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1706 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 Michael D. Graham
region’’ in Hele-Shaw and other coating flows, for examp
the downstream region in the slot coater on Fig. 1.~By fo-
cusing on the transition region, we do not mean to imply t
the instability must originate there—it may originate near
stagnation point, but that region is not amenable to simp
cation to an analytically tractable form. We return to th
issue below.! For the reasons described in the previous s
tion, we only consider perturbations with a wavevector in
spanwise direction. For such longitudinal perturbations
convective terms will be negligible. Therefore a reasona
model of the stability of the flow in this region, in the lim
H/R→0 with (H/R)(Ds/G) remaining finite, is simply the
stability of a flat layer subject to the interfacial conditio
given by Eq.~5!—this is essentially a Rayleigh-Taylor prob
lem, with gravityg replaced byT/r @Fig. 3~b!#.

The solution to the Rayleigh-Taylor problem for a
Oldroyd-B fluid is given by Aitken and Wilson;43 in this
paragraph and the following we extract some key feature
that analysis. All fluctuations that satisfy inequality~7! are
unstable~as we argued above would be the case!; thus asT
increases, long waves are the first to destabilize. The gro
rate in this limit,slong , satisfies

slong5
~T2gk2!H3

3h
k2. ~11!

Becauseslong→0 ask→0, the time derivative term in the
constitutive equation becomes negligible: thus the above
sult is the same as that for the purely viscous case. It is
of interest to consider the situation whereT@gk2, where
surface tension is negligible. For short waves (k@Tl/h and
1!kH!HAT/g), the viscous result is again recovered:

sshort5
T

2hk
. ~12!

Although short waves grow due to the hoop stress at
surface, the growth rate vanishes as the wavenumber go
infinity, even in the absence of surface tension.

Although at long and short wavelengths the Newton
results are recovered, at intermediate wavelengths the gro
rates in the viscoelastic and Newtonian cases can be q
different. Neglecting inertia and surface tension for simpl
ity, the dimensionless growth ratej5sh/TH satisfies

H

Le
~12b!pj21S p2

H

Le
b~12b! D j2150, ~13!

where

p5
2kH~~kH!21cosh2 kH!

sinh kH coshkH2kH

andLe5G/T is the elastic length scale introduced in Sec.
The maximum growth rate~at g50) always occurs atkH
'2.119 54.~As surface tension increases, this is shifted
lower kH.) In the Newtonian case the scaled growth rate
this wavenumber isj'0.160 698. To illustrate what can hap
pen in the viscoelastic case, Fig. 5 shows plots ofj vs wave-
number and~a! Le /H at b50.01 and~b! b at Le /H50.1,
demonstrating that even for a fixed driving forceT and total
viscosityh, the growth rate can be much larger for an elas
Downloaded 07 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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liquid than for a Newtonian one. In particular, ifLe /H
&0.16, then there is a finite band of wavenumbers enclos
kH52.12 whereLep/H,1 and the growth rate satisfies

j'S 1

p
2

Le

H Db21 as b→0. ~14!

This result indicates that in this band of wavenumbers,
growth rate is controlled not by the total viscosity of th
fluid, but only by the solvent contribution.

The singularity atb50 is regularized by inertia~but not
surface tension—it occurs at finite wavenumbers!, as pointed
out by Wilson.24,43 Experimental evidence of large growt
rates was found by Josephet al.44 in the breakup of vis-
coelastic drops subjected to shock waves. A mechanistic
derstanding of this singularity, and the instability pheno
enon in general, can be gained by examining the ene
balance. For the linearized equations of motion and bound
conditions, this is given by

K̇1U̇5Ẇs , ~15!

where

FIG. 5. Growth rates in inertialess viscoelastic Rayleigh-Taylor instability
~top! constantb and ~bottom! constantLe /H.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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K̇[
d

dtEV

1

2
rv2 dV,

U̇[E
V

s:“v dV,

Ẇs[E
S
v•~n•s! dS

are, respectively, the rate of change of kinetic energy, rat
change of internal energy and rate of surface work done
the combination of interface deformation and base s
stress gradient. The domain of integration is the region$0
,x,L,0,y,H,0,z<2p/k%. Because the exact solutio
is known, these terms can be evaluated exactly, but s
insight can be gained by a heuristic analysis. The long w
limit is uninteresting—the surface work is balanced by v
cous dissipation, so consider the situationkH*1. First, note
that the solution for the surface displacement has the f
ĥ(z,t)5h̃ exp(st1ikz) and that the velocity in the fluid
scales with]ĥ/]t, souvu;sĥ anduu“vuu;ksĥ. Furthermore,
V;L/k2 andS;L/k. With these estimates,

K̇;
h̃2s3rL

k2
e2st ~16!

and @using Eq.~5!#

Ẇs;
~T2gk2!sh̃2L

k
e2st. ~17!

The rate of conversion to internal energy can be split int
contribution from the polymer stress,Ė and one from the
viscous stressḊ. For a rapidly growing perturbation,ls

@1, polymer relaxation can be neglected, andĖ becomes a
stored strain energy contribution: the polymer contribut
satisfies

Ė;sGh̃2Le2st. ~18!

Finally, the viscous dissipation satisfies

Ḋ;hsh̃
2s2Le2st. ~19!

If inertia and solvent viscosity are neglected, then the str
energy must balance the surface work,Ė5Ẇs . This balance
can only hold ifk5(T2g2k2)/G or, neglecting surface ten
sion,kLe51. Thus we see the physical significance ofLe : it
is the disturbance wavelength at which surface work matc
strain energy. Forr50 andhs→0, dissipation and surfac
work balance whenkLe,1 giving

s;
T~12kLe!

khs
. ~20!

This is an approximate version of Eq.~14!, showing the
same singularity. We now see that this singularity arises
wavelengths where the strain energy stored in the defor
tion cannot balance the work done at the interface. Forhs

50 andr→0, inertia balances surface work and we hav
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s;AT~12kLe!k

r
. ~21!

For G50 andT5rg, this last result reduces to that for th
classical inviscid Rayleigh-Taylor instability,s;Agk.45

To summarize, instability occurs whenT.0. As T in-
creases, increasingly short wavelength disturbances are
cited, but the fastest growing wavelength is never sho
than O(H). In particular, applying the above growth ra
results locally on a free surface suggests that the instab
will ‘‘originate’’ at the position where the productTH is
largest, whereT andH measure the local normal stress gr
dient and fluid layer thickness, respectively. Without a d
tailed calculation, it cannot be said with certainty where t
product will be maximized, but it seems likely that it will b
in the stagnation point region rather than the transition
gion, because both the free surface curvature and effec
layer thickness are larger near the stagnation point t
downstream of it. In dimensionless terms, the approxim
local selection criterion is

kmaxH5OS minS ~12b!Ca

Wi
KS2Bo,1D D . ~22!

This result is consistent, for example, with observations
Grillet et al.,5 in displacement flows in an eccentric cylind
device, where the criticalCa for instability decreases as th
fluid elasticity increases, and the observed wavenumber
creases. Finally, ifG/TH!1, the growth rate is expected t
scale inversely with thesolventviscosity rather than the tota
viscosity.

V. APPLICATION TO FILAMENT STRETCHING
INSTABILITY

Now we apply this theory to develop a specific criterio
for predicting the critical strain at which the filament stretc
ing instability occurs. This flow is nominally axisymmetri
rather than planar, and also inherently transient, but the o
all picture presented here is not expected to be qualitativ
sensitive to this complication. In particular we note that sin
the base state momentum balance and stress boundary
dition hold instantaneously, Eq.~6! is valid for transient as
well as steady flows.

To evaluate the instability criterion, inequality~7!, three
quantities need to be estimated: the stress difference,
wavelength of the instability and the radius of curvatu
Spiegelberg and McKinley,9 in applying a similar theory to
the experiments, estimated the stresses with the Oldroy
model. We will also do so here. For a filament stretchi
experiment with extension rateė and Weissenberg numbe
Wi5lė.1/2, we estimate that

Ds5
2GWi

2Wi21
expS S 22

1

WiD ėt D . ~23!

~Recall that theu-direction here is the direction tangent
the free surface in the flow direction.! Now, we need to
choose a wavenumber at which to evaluate the criterion.
though the criterion is first satisfied for long waves, these
filtered out in the filament stretching device—waveleng
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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are quantized by the azimuthal periodicity, with the long
possible wavelength beingO(Rf) with Rf the instantaneous
filament radius. Furthermore the wavelength selection the
above predicts that once surface tension is overtaken,
fastest growing wavelength is on the order of the fluid la
thickness, which in the axisymmetric case would again
Rf . This prediction is consistent with the experimental o
servations; therefore we estimate that

k5
c1

Rf
5

c1

R0
expS ė

2
t D , ~24!

whereR0 is radius of the endplates andc1 is anO(1) con-
stant ~or more precisely a weak function of experimen
parameters!. With this estimate for wavenumber the gravi
term in Eq.~7! becomes negligible at large strains.

Finally, the appropriate radius of curvature in ther 2u
plane (r 2z in the usual coordinates for axisymmetric flow!
must be evaluated. The curvature of the interface is high
where the filament joins the thin film near the endpla
where it can be estimated to be comparable to the radiu
the filament, perhaps with a weak dependence on the in
aspect ratio of the fluid layer. It is not cleara priori, though,
that the normal stress difference will be high in that regio
Another possibility, then, is to posit the existence of a tra
sition region on the filament, between the endplate reg
and the cylindrical bulk of the filament, in which the stress
large and the curvature small, with radius of curvatureR
5O(R0). To include both possibilities we take

R5c2R0 expS 2b
ė

2
t D , ~25!

where c2 is againO(1) and b51 ~highest stress in high
curvature region! or b50 ~highest stress in transition re
gion!. @For comparison, the end result of Spiegelberg a
McKinley’s theory—a combination of Saffman-Taylor an
dimensional arguments—is recovered from the pres
theory by settingk5c1R0

21 andR5c2Rf (b51). With these
choices, however,c1

2c2 must be O(104) to approach the
data.#

Using the above estimates, our instability criterion, e
pressed as critical Hencky strainec5( ėt)c becomes

ec5S 11
b

2
2

1

WiD
21

logS c1
2c2

N S 12
1

2WiD D , ~26!

where N5GR0 /g. Note that the theory withb51 ~high
stress in high curvature region! predicts that no instability
occurs whenWi,2/3, a threshold which agrees well wit
the data of Spiegelberg and McKinley—the lowestWi at
which instability is reported on their Fig. 11 is 0.70. Sim
lations of the filament stretching process by Rasmussen
Hassager27 show that atWi51, the region of high stress doe
extend into the high curvature region, consistent with
choice b51. In this case, the quantityLe /H reduces to
G/Ds; when Wi.1/2 this becomes exponentially sma
with increasinge, indicating the possibility of large growth
rates.

Figure 6 shows the predictions of Eq.~26! with b51,
evaluated forc1

2c25100 andN51.46, 1.12 and 2.23, corre
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sponding to the 0.05%, 0.1% and 0.2% PS solutions use
Spiegelberg and McKinley, as well as the experimental d
for those solutions.~Curiously, the value ofG extracted from
their viscosity and first normal stress data is lower for t
0.1% solution than for the others!. Although the theory cap-
tures the general trend of the data, it consistently overp
dicts the critical strain at lowWi, perhaps because the tra
sient nature of the filament stretching process enhan
disturbance growth, an effect the present quasistatic the
cannot capture.

Spiegelberg and McKinley also report the critical stre
(Ds)c for instability as a function ofWi, showing that, at
least aboveWi'1, the critical stress is an increasing fun
tion of Wi. The simple theory here gives

~Ds!c5
2WiG

2Wi21 S c1
2c2

N S 12
1

2WiD D
~2Wi21!/~Wi(11b/2)21!

.

~27!

For Wi@1 and c1
2c25const, this result predicts a critica

stress that is independent ofWi. The increasing dependenc
found experimentally can be recovered ifc1

2c2 is made an
increasing function ofWi. One possible source of such
dependence is a tendency for a filament of strain-harden
fluid to become more nearly cylindrical with increasingWi,
as found in the simulations of Yao, Spiegelberg a
McKinley,38 with the high stress region no longer extendi
‘‘around the corner’’ into the high curvature region. An a
tempt to model this effect is beyond the scope of the pres
theory. In any case, the theory does predict that forWi@1,
(Ds)c decreases asG increases, consistent with the expe
ments, as well as capturing the criticalWi above which in-
stability is observed.

FIG. 6. Critical Hencky strain as a function of Weissenberg number. Li
and open symbols are evaluated from Eq.~26! with b51, c1

2c25100 and
N51.46, 1.12 and 2.23, corresponding to the 0.05%, 0.1% and 0.2%
solutions used by Spiegelberg and McKinley~Ref. 9!. The solid symbols
show their experimental results. The vertical dashed line is whereWi
52/3. The theory withb51 predicts that the flow is always stable ifWi
,2/3.
IP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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VI. CONCLUSION

By generating stress gradients near concave free
faces, the combination of free surface curvature and ela
normal stresses provides a driving mechanism for free
face instability in flowing elastic liquids. Because of the e
tensional nature of the flow on the free surface, these nor
stresses can become quite large. For a particular idea
flow geometry, the resulting instability is analogous to t
Rayleigh-Taylor instability of a viscoelastic fluid layer. I
this case, a previous analysis43 can be used and extended
provide further insight into the instability. It is seen that on
the stabilizing effect of surface tension is overcome, the fa
est growing wavelength is of the order of the fluid lay
thickness.

The theory developed here captures several feature
experimental observations of coating flows in eccentric c
inder geometries, specifically the correlation between de
bilization and extensional viscosity and the increase in wa
number with viscoelasticity. Application of the theory to th
instability of filament stretching flow yields a prediction o
the Weissenberg number below which instability does
occur that agrees well with experimental observations. I
hoped that the simple arguments presented here will ai
organizing and understanding experimental observations
computational predictions of free surface instabilities in s
elastic materials.
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